Unit 2 Extension

Student A

1 You have the answers to a music quiz. Use the answers to complete the quiz questions. Ask your partner the questions and give them the correct answers if necessary. Use phrases such as these.

- Yes, that's right!
- Correct! Well done!
- A good guess, but I'm afraid ...
- Sorry. Actually, it's / it was / etc. ...

You: Where is La Scala Opera House?
Student B: I know it's in Italy ... Is it in Rome?
You: No, sorry. It's in Milan.

La Scala Opera house is in Milan, Italy.

Where ……?

There were four band members in the Beatles.

How many ……?

Mick Jagger is the lead singer of the Rolling Stones.

Who ……?

The female singer known as J Lo is Jennifer Lopez.

Which ……?

The kind of music Maria Callas sang is opera music.

What ……?

The American singer called the ‘King of Rock and Roll’ was Elvis Presley.

Which ……?

Madonna was born in 1958.

When ……?

Lady Gaga sings the song ‘Born This Way’.

Who ……?

The famous German classical musician who was completely deaf was Beethoven.

Which ……?

Actress/singer Kylie Minogue is from Australia.

Where ……?

2 Answer the questions to your partner’s film quiz. Try to give complete answers to the questions using phrases such as these.

- I think it's / it was ...
- I'm afraid I don't know who / what / which / etc ...
- Is / Was it ... ?
- I'm not sure, but maybe it's / it was / etc ...
Unit 2 Extension

Student B

1 Answer the questions to your partner’s music quiz. Try to give complete answers to the questions using phrases such as these.

I think it’s / it was ...
I’m afraid I don’t know who / what / which / etc ...
Is / Was it ...?
I’m not sure, but maybe it’s / it was / etc ...

2 You have the answers to a film quiz. Use the answers to complete the quiz questions. Ask your partner the questions and give them the correct answers if necessary. Use phrases such as these.

Yes, that’s right!
Correct! Well done!
A good guess, but I’m afraid ...
Sorry. Actually, it’s / it was / etc ...

You: Who was The Godfather directed by?
Student A: I think it was directed by Martin Scorcese.
You: A good guess, but actually it was directed by Francis Ford Coppola.

The Godfather was directed by Francis Ford Coppola.
Who ..........................................................?

Johnny Depp plays Jack Sparrow in the Pirates of the Caribbean films.
In which films ..................................................?

The disaster film starring Kate Winslet and Leonardo DiCaprio is Titanic.
What ..............................................................?

Lord of the Rings was filmed in New Zealand.
Where ....................................................................?

The song ‘As Time Goes By’ is from the film Casablanca.
Which film ..........................................................?

The film Avatar was released in 2009.
When ....................................................................?

Natalie Portman starred in the ballet film Black Swan.
Who .....................................................................?

Charlie Chaplin was born in London, England.
Where ....................................................................?

The film company MGM uses a lion as its logo.
What .....................................................................?

Clark Gable says ‘Frankly, my dear, I don’t give a damn’ in the film Gone with the Wind.
In which film ..........................................................?